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Fashion Week; the competition, the scandals and the dreams.
  For a decade New Zealand's fashion's most celebrated labels: 
World, Annah Stretton, Zambesi, Karen Walker and Trelise Cooper 
have jostled the catwalk and publicity events in a carnival that fuses 
spectacle with business. From celebrity wine tossing to tantrum 
throwing editors outraged at being relegated to second row seating, 
New Zealand Fashion Week is Kiwi theatre par excellence.
  In celebrating both the decade, and New Zealand Fashion 
culture, Illustration as Inquiry takes a sharp look at both the 
surface and what beats beneath it. Acerbic, attentive, and 
sometimes outrageous, its observations are a celebration of both 
the fashionista and the power of illustration.
  Drawing on personal experience and interviews with models 
and journalists, Godammune weaves together a cavalcade of 
dramas, affectations and staged events. Tracing a generic week 
from opening to aftermath she examines the pecking orders and 
poses, the memorable garments and the hype that has created  
this quintessential piece of Kiwi theatre.
  Illustration as Inquiry will take you on a spectacular journey, 
with colour, force, texture and detail. Leaf through its pages in a 
celebration of the sublime and meticulous.
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